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By the Senior Deputy Chief, Policy Division, Media Bureau:
1.
Ellington Broadcasting, licensee of Low Power Television Stations WPRQ-LD,
Clarksdale, Mississippi (WPRQ-LD) and WHCQ-LD, Cleveland, Mississippi (“WHCQ-LD), filed the
above-captioned complaints against Cable One Inc. (Cable One) for its refusal to carry WPRQ-LD and
WHCQ-LD on it cable systems serving Cleveland and Clarksdale, Mississippi, respectively.1 Cable One
filed oppositions to the complaints.2 On July 24, 2017, the Media Bureau issued separate orders that
provisionally granted WPRQ-LD’s and WHCQ-LD’s carriage requests.3 However, our orders provided
Cable One the opportunity to provide conclusive evidence that WPRQ-LD and WHCQ-LD do not
provide a good quality signal to Cable One’s Cleveland and Clarksdale headends.4 As a result of the
additional testing, the parties now agree that WPRQ-LD fails to satisfy the requirements for carriage
under our rules.5 Thus, the WPRQ-LD Complaint will be denied. However, the parties agree that
WHCQ-LD does satisfy the requirements for carriage under our rules.6 Consequently, the WHCQ-LD
Complaint is granted.
2.
Both the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, and the Commission’s rules require
the carriage of “qualified” low power television (LPTV) stations in certain limited circumstances.7 The
parties agreed that WPRQ-LD and WHCQ-LD satisfied five of the six requirements set forth in the
Commission’s rules to be considered a qualified LPTV station.8 Thus, the only issue before the
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Commission was WPRQ-LD‘s and WHCQ-LD’s ability to provide a good quality signal to Cable One’s
Cleveland and Clarksdale headends. As discussed extensively in our Orders, Cable One’s testing failed to
comply with the Commission’s standards for good engineering.9 Nevertheless, because WPRQ-LD and
WHCQ-LD are only allowed to provide an over-the-air signal to Cable One’s headends, there was a
possibility that WPRQ-LD and WHCQ-LD could not provide a good quality signal.10 Therefore, our
order provisionally granted WPRQ-LD and WHCQ-LD carriage while also providing Cable One the
opportunity to conduct additional testing.
3.
Pursuant to our orders, on August 9, 2017, Cable One had a definitive engineering study
of WPRQ-LD’s and WHCQ-LD’s signals conducted in accordance with good engineering practices in the
presence of a representative from Ellington Broadcasting.11 That testing indicated that WPRQ-LD’s
signal level was -61.90 dBm.12 Under the Commission’s signal testing standards, a station must have a
signal measurement of at least -61 dBm in order to provide a good quality signal.13 WPRQ-LD now
concedes that it does not provide a good quality signal to Cable One’s Cleveland headend.14 As a result,
WPRQ-LD is not entitled to carriage on Cable One’s Cleveland cable system and we deny its complaint.
4.
WHCQ-LD’s signal testing indicated that its signal measurement was -54.83 dBm.15
Under the Commission’s signal testing standards, WHCQ-LD provides an acceptable quality signal.16
Consequently, Cable One has agreed to begin carrying WHCQ-LD on or before September 22, 2017, on
its Clarksdale system subject to WHCQ-LD indemnifying Cable One for any increased copyright costs
because WHCQ-LD’s signal will be distant for the communities of Batesville (MS0063), Courtland
(MS0518), Pope (MS0519), and unincorporated Panola (MS0520), Mississippi.17 Section 614(b)(10)(B)
of the Communications Act provides that “a cable operator may accept payments from stations which
would be considered distant signals under section 111 of title 17 as indemnification for any increased
copyright liability resulting from carriage of such signal.”18 Ellington objects to the indemnification
requirement asserting that it does not desire carriage in the out of market communities.19 Cable One states
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that all of the communities, including the out of market communities, are served by its Clarksdale
headend.20 The Commission has stated that “in situations where copyright liability is incurred for carriage
in some of the communities served by a single cable system, the broadcaster must indemnify the operator
for the copyright liability for carriage in any community served by the system, unless the operator is able
to provide different channel line-ups to different communities.”21 Cable One asserts that “[a]s currently
configured, the cable system headend is not technically equipped to segregate retransmitted signals
amongst the various communities it serves.”22 Accordingly, if WHCQ-LD desires carriage on Cable
One’s Clarksdale headend, it will be subject to carriage in all areas served by that headend, including
those that may be distant. Further, WHCQ-LD is required to indemnify Cable One for any actual
increased copyright liability incurred because of such carriage.23
5.
Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED, pursuant to Section 614 of the Communications Act of
1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §534, and Sections 76.55(d) and 76.56(b)(3) of the Commission’s rules, that
the provisionally granted must carry complaint filed by Ellington Broadcasting for WPRQ-LD IS
DENIED.
6.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, pursuant to Section 614 of the Communications Act of
1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §534, and Sections 76.55(d) and 76.56(b)(3) of the Commission’s rules, that
the must carry complaint filed by Ellington Broadcasting for WHCQ-LD IS GRANTED.
7.
This action is taken pursuant to authority delegated by Section 0.283 of the
Commission’s rules.
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Steven A. Broeckaert
Senior Deputy Chief, Policy Division
Media Bureau
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